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Advice to TAGS preparing Regional Collection Plans (RCPs) as the 

new SSP framework is being developed 

Several TAGs have asked the APM Committee for guidance on developing their RCPs while the 

committee is in the midst of reimagining the AZA Animal Program framework. The committee 

understands that TAGs are concerned that they will embark on the typical RCP process and do 

the necessary work, only for the framework to change within the next RCP period – leaving their 

RCP antiquated. This document will provide some initial guidance to TAGs regarding how to 

prepare an RCP that will reflect some aspects of the new SSP framework (as it is currently 

drafted), and thus position the TAGs to be better prepared when the new SSP framework is fully 

implemented.  

• The first SSP criterion for TAGs to strongly consider is that “animal populations held at 

fewer than 15 AZA-accredited and/or certified-related facilities (hereafter referred to as ‘AZA 

facilities’) will no longer be SSPs.” TAGs managing SSPs that are held at fewer than 15 AZA 

facilities should consider downgrading these programs to “Monitor” status. If a population is 

currently at 13 or 14 AZA facilities at the time the RCP is being prepared, the TAG could 

justify why the program should remain an SSP at this time. These justifications could include 

demonstrating that the historic number of holders of the species has reached or exceeded 

15 facilities, commitments from facilities that plan to house the species in the next three 

years in exhibits that are in construction or design, or other factors. For populations housed 

at 15 or more AZA facilities, the TAG can continue then to use the Red/Yellow/Green 

system to classify its SSPs for populations it chooses to manage. The TAG does not need to 

manage all species that are at more than 15 facilities; however, TAGs are strongly 

encouraged to look at currently unmanaged species that are widely distributed in AZA 

facilities and help to monitor the availability from ethical, responsible, and sustainable 

sources. The APM Committee encourages TAGs to maintain unofficial studbooks for the 

programs that no longer qualify to be an SSP as they may increase to the 15 AZA facility 

requirement in the future.  

What if I meet the 15 facility rule only because I have approved Sustainability 

Partners in my program? 

Until the full new SSP framework is implemented, these programs will continue to be 

SSPs. However, after the new system is implemented, the expectation is that a minimum 

of 15 AZA facilities must house the species. Sustainability Partners will not be included 

in the number of facilities. This does not mean that SSPs should no longer seek 

Sustainability Partners, however those below the 15-facility rule should focus their efforts 

on engaging with at least 15 AZA facilities.  

 

• The second SSP criterion for TAGs to strongly consider is that populations where >50% of 

the animals are housed at non-AZA facilities will no longer be SSPs. If <50% of the animals 

are at AZA facilities at the time the RCP is being prepared, the TAG may justify why the 

program should remain an SSP at this time. These justifications could be based on 
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demonstration that historically >50% of the managed population were in AZA facilities, 

commitments from facilities that plan to house the species in the next three years (in exhibits 

that are in construction or design) where this would increase the AZA facility portion of the 

population to 50% or more, or other factors. 

What if the population size is just below (i.e., 45-49%) the 50% within AZA criterion 

because some of the animals are living in approved Sustainability Partner 

facilities? 

Until the full new SSP framework is implemented, these programs will continue to be 

SSPs. However, after the new system goes into effect, the expectation is going to be 

that 50% or more of the animals in the managed population are housed at AZA facilities. 

This does not mean that SSPs should no longer seek Sustainability Partners; however, 

those populations that are below the 50% criterion should focus their efforts engaging 

with AZA facilities.  

 

• TAGs should also consider discontinuing management of populations where acquisitions 

from non-AZA facilities exceed births/hatches within the populations. While the APM 

Committee is still discussing this criterion, these populations are not self-sustaining and 

likely will not qualify as SSPs in the future.  

Over what period of time should we measure if acquisitions exceed births? 

Our suggestion is to consider the longer of either a) the previous 5 years or b) the 

species population generation time (T), which is found in the breeding and transfer plan. 

 

Considering these criteria now should decrease the workload of developing RCPs. If the TAG 

uses these guidelines during species selection, there is no need for a voting process, decision 

trees, or scoring metrics as programs that meet the above criteria will be SSPs. The TAG can 

then apply the Red/Yellow/Green system requirements.  Programs that do not meet the above 

criteria are automatically designated as monitored programs. Fewer SSPs will reduce the 

number of species biology/management pages, and lessen the requirements related to the 

programmatic roles and goals sections.   

 

To further reduce content and workload, TAGs are also free to consider removing text devoted 

to conservation programs or discussions of evolutionary history or taxonomy of the animal 

group, unless those discussions explain why the TAG’s purview has increased or decreased. 

These are only considerations, TAGs may decide whether they want to make this information 

part of their RCP, or take a more streamlined approach. TAGs must still submit all of the 

required elements as laid out in the TAG Handbook. 

Please contact your APM Liaison for assistance in preparing your upcoming RCPs. 

 

  


